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THE MICROCOSMIC CARTOON SHOW

The screenplay and music have won awards
at the following International Film Festivals

MOONDANCE
INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL

WORLDFEST
INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL

LOS ANGELES
FILM & SCRIPT
FESTIVAL

BOULDER, COLORADO

HOUSTON, TEXAS

LOS ANGELES, CA

OAXACA
FILM FESTIVAL
OAXACA, MEXICO

HOLLYWOOD
SPIRITUAL
FILM FESTIVAL

WRITE MOVIES
COMPETITION

FILMMATIC
SCREENPLAY
COMPETITION

HOLLYWOOD, CA

LOS ANGELES, CA

LOS ANGELES, CA

SYNOPSIS
“The Microcosmic Cartoon Show” is an award winning,
magical, thrilling animated musical adventure for the
whole family that will inspire the imaginations of people,
young and old alike.
On a perilous quest to discover The Circle of Gold, and
defeat the Shadow, Chaos, a young boy embarks on
an unforgettable journey through The Circus of Life,
revealing ancient secrets, while confronting devastating
deceptions that seek to destroy a mission that will alter
the course of Humanity.
The boy, Josh, magically born in a tree, asks his burning
questions,
“Who am I?”,
“Why am I here?”, and
“Where is here, anyway?”
propelling him on a journey of Self-realization.
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He runs toward the shining city that gleams
in the distance, only to discover that it
is the Circus of Life. There he meets his
guides, who befriend and challenge him.
He accepts his mission to find the Circle
of Gold. On his quest, he gets lost in the
glittering attractions, sensual seductions,
and terrifying deceptions of the Midway
and Sideshow, always missing the signs for
the Main Attraction, starring Cosmos the
Magician.
Horrified by the distorted reflections of the
Mirror Maze, he tries to run away, but there
is nowhere to run. There is only the Circus.
In despair, he calls for help.
With the aid of his remarkable guides, he
continues on his quest. He is confronted
by his own shadow side and must learn to
remain true as he realizes that he is the
creator of his own story. Venturing into his
Self-awareness, he sees that the Circle of
Gold lies within and that he is, indeed, the
star of the show, Cosmos the Magician.
In the spotlight, he must now perform the
ultimate magic act, an act of transformation
of Peace and Love for the planet and
Humanity.
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CONCEPT
There are several live action scenes woven
through the animation as Josh’s growing
awareness is reflected in the concurrent
narrative of the real boy, Josh.
The style of animation progresses
throughout the film, from simple, yet
beautiful, drawing to full 3D realism. The
music ranges from Blues and Broadway, to
Electronic and Hip-hop, with a Symphonic
thread underscoring the film.

“Jack et la mécanique du coeur” (directed by Stéphane Berla, Mathias
Malzieu) 2013

As visual reference only

“GOM” (directed by Anthony Delliste, Tristan Evin, Maxime Guillemin,
Florent Razafimandimby, Alexis Vallauri) ESMA 2011

“Song of the Sea” (directed by Tomm Moore) 2014

“How to Train Your Dragon 2” (directed by Dean DeBlois) 2014

“Batman vs. Robin” (directed by Jay Oliva) 2015

“Hugo” (Martin Scorsese) 2011

“Big Hero 6” (directed by Don Hall, Chris Williams) 2014

JACK BINDER (Executive Producer)
Jack Binder is an American Major Hollywood Studio & Independent
film & television producer (Producer, Executive Producer, Line Producer
& Directors Guild of America DGA-UPM) with a career spanning 25 years.
Jack is currently Producing & financing ‘First Reformed’ starring Ethan Hawke &
Amanda Seyfried for Writer/Director Paul Schrader with Omeira Studio Partners Ltd.
Binder Produced The Upside of Anger (New Line Cinema) starring Kevin Costner, Joan Allen, Reign
Over Me (Columbia Pictures) starring Adam Sandler, Don Cheadle, Liv Tyler, Donald Sutherland; Man
About Town (Lionsgate Films) starring Ben Affleck, John Cleese; The Mind of the Married Man (HBO
Original Series), Alan Rickman in The Search For John Gissing, Colin Firth starrer Londinium amongst
others as an On-The-Lot Producer for The Walt Disney Company & Columbia Pictures. The Domino
Effect, Binder’s recent film was filmed in India, South Africa, China, The Netherlands, London & USA
has won Best Film & Best Director at The Rotterdam Film Festival. As Executive Producer of
Tomorrow he is Producing with Martin Scorsese starring Stephen Fry & Stephanie Leonides Directed by
Scorsese protégé’ Martha Pinson which is in post-production.
Binder was previously Vice President of Creative Affairs, Executive in Charge of Production and
Development for the Academy Award® winning Producer of Taxi Driver, Close Encounters of The
Third Kind & The Sting, Michael Phillips Productions & Michael Douglas’ Mercury/Douglas Films.
Binder is the President of Greentrees Films, his international movie, television & media production
company specializing in high quality, efficient production. Greentrees Films has several motion picture &
television projects in production, finance & development stages, with a focus on international
co-productions utilizing global film tax credits, commercial ancillary value, merchandising, online
distribution & video game revenue streams. Greentrees Films values environmental awareness, societal
issues & positive portrayals of women.
Jack is also the founder of FilmBudget.com, the international leader in worldwide film budget &
schedule services. This company is focused on detailed accuracy & reliability in the film budgeting
process, film tax credits, finance & incentives. Film Budget Inc. is a consultant to Major Hollywood
Studios, Independent production companies & financiers on funding from the U.S., Asia, Germany,
France, Italy, The United Kingdom, Australia & Latin America maximizing incentives & tax credits.
Jack's success stems from his ability to wear many hats as a Producer, functioning as a Financing,
Creative, Talent-oriented, Responsible Producer, Line Producer & DGA-UPM. Binder also Directs &
Produces Second Unit Photography on his projects.
Binder is a Strategic Advisor & Partner to: Omeira Studio Partners, the Founder & Frmr. Managing
Director of PricewaterhouseCoopers Structured Finance, Rockwood Capital Partners & others.

PREMA ROSE (producer | writer)
Prema was born into a theatrical family in N.Y.C. where she began her
career in the theater as an actress at fourteen years young. After playing on
Broadway, TV, and film, as well as prominent regional companies, she was
catapulted into a Spiritual journey around the world, culminating in serving
Humanity midwife for twenty-five years.
Her animated musical screenplay, in development, is The MicroCosmic
Cartoon Show.
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Suryananda Rose (writer)
Suryananda Rose was born in Auroville,
India to Hugh and Prema Rose and was
raised in Boulder, CO.
Surya has always been an avid reader,
consuming History, Fantasy and Sci-Fi.
She developed her artistic skills through
High School, but while gaining an Associate’s
Degree in Drafting, she had an epiphany using a
DOS version of AutoCAD. She realized that she could animate the 3D
models she was creating. That was it; she rushed to the Art Institute to
become an Animator.
While in school, Surya gained hands-on experience in the printing/screen printing industry, and
assisted designers for clients such as Nike, Disney, and Adidas. Afterwards, she worked for several
years in the realm of Trial Support, creating demonstratives and projecting evidence in court.
Surya has assisted in The MicroCosmic Cartoon Show production throughout
the last ten years. She created graphics and
early versions of the website. She
aided in re-writing the script and
creating some of the animations.
Surya has recently moved to LA to
expand her animation career. She has
been researching and developing an
historical TV series. With a passion for
interactive design, she has been delving
into writing code for websites and games.

HUGH A ROSE (writer)
Hugh A Rose is a Writer; in his The
Miracle of Existence and in The
Microcosmic Cartoon Show, Hugh
asks us to consider the possibility
that we don’t exist at all. That the
ultimate reality is the VOID, out
of which miraculously appears the
ultimate Fantasy, Existence. And we
are like Cartoon Characters acting on
the Screen that is showing this Fantasy –
the three dimensional, infinite Universe.
Hugh is also a Stage, Film and Television Actor, a Stage
Director, a College Acting Teacher, a Meditation Teacher, a
Student of Cosmology and World Religions, a Quality Management
System Consultant, and a Seminar Lecturer. In semi-retirement in
Southern California, he is still acting.
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AMANDA SAGE (illustrator)
Amanda Sage is a visionary artist using her painting as a tool for spiritual
and planetary growth and transformation. Her paintings represent
multidimensional aspects of humanness in harmonious balance. While
affecting the senses on a visceral level, they explore the potential to activate
the audience in spiritual areas and provide access to deeper planes of
being.
Originally from Colorado, she now tours the world, delivering lectures,
holding workshops and painting live while also exhibiting her works. She
has been instrumental in the founding of the Vienna Academy of Visionary
Art that opened its doors in the fall of 2013. She also serves as a member
on the board of directors for Alex & Allyson Grey’s Art Sanctuary, CoSM, in
New York.
Absorbing and observing the diversity of life has led her on a journey
through her art, to gain deeper appreciation and understanding for our
responsibilities towards globally conscious, social and environmental
design.

STIG PLANTELL (illustrator)
Having worked 22+ years in the independent film and corporate media
industries, Stig Plantell has experience in many facets of production
and narrative story telling. While working in Hollywood as a DP, Gaffer,
Steadicam Operator or 1st AC, Stig got a break in the animation business
based on his Fine Art and Stunt experience. Till this day he does both 2D
and CGI animation. Currently he freelances as a Production Consultant,
Maya College Professor, and Scenic Artist/Set Designer.
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CONTACT
Prema Rose Productions, LLC
prema@premaroseproductions.com
Paonia, CO
www.PremaRoseProductions.com
www.themicrocosmiccartoonshow.com

